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(Communicated by Shokichi IYANAGA, M.J.A., Oct. 14, 1991)

This is a continuation of our preceding papers [4], [5]. In this paper,
we shall notice a ormalism of Poincar sums P(K/k, Z) or any Galois
extension (in characteristic zero) which is the analogue of Artin’s ormal-
ism of L-series in [1]. Brauer’s theorem on induced characters will
describe P(K/k, Z) in terms of such sums for cyclic Kummer extensions,
i.e., of the Lagrange resolvents.

1. Supernormal bases. To define Poincar6 sums for many Galois
extensions simultaneously, we need to modify the existence proof of ordi-
nary normal bases.

Let k be a field of characteristic zero and K//c be a finite Galois exten-
sion with the Galols group G=G(K/k). An element 0 e K will be called a
supernormal basis elements for K/k if 0 is a normal basis element for
each Galois extension K/L, k_L_K, i.e., if {0}, s e G(K/L), forms a nor-
mal basis for K/L for each L.

(1.1) Proposition. A supernormal basis always exists.
Proof. We modify the ordinary proof as ollows." Let X=X={X}e

be variables indexed by G. For a subgroup H--G(K/L) of G, we set Xn=
{X}e, Pn(Xn)=det(X), s, t e H and P(X)= ]]_ P(X). The values
of polynomials Pn(Xn) after putting X=I, X=0 for s=/=l, are +_ 1 and so
is the value of P(X). Hence, by the algebraic independence of the set G
over K, there exists an element 0 e K such that P(00=/=0, s e G, which im-
plies that Pn(00=det(0)=/=0, s, t e H, for all H. Therefore {0}en forms
a normal basis for K/L, Q.E.D.

(1.2) Remark. From now on, we shall fix once or all a supernormal
basis element 0 or a given K/k. If a subextension L/k of K/k happens
to be a Galois extension, then we shall agree to use T/O as the normal
basis element or L/k.

2. Induction of characters. In view of (1.2), for K/k and L, we
can speak of the Poincar sum

(2.1) P(K/L, )e OS(s) H=G(K/L),
sH

where is an L-character of G(K/L).
If, in particular, L/k is a Galois extension, then we have

" See e.g. [3] p.294 for normal bases. The validity of (1.1) was first communicatod
to me by Mr. Morishita; his proof is based on the method in [2] p.201.

) A character X of a finite group G is an F-,character if ; is the trace of an
F-representation p: G-GLn(F).
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(2.2) P(L /k, )& (TK/LO)’(r),
G/H

where is a k-character of G/H=G(L/k).
For a k-character o H, denote by the k-character of G induced

from . Then
(2.3) P(K/k, a)__ P(K/L, )

G/H

where (u)=(r-ur), u e H=rHr-.)

Proof of (2.3). For a function f on H we associate a unction f0 on
G by

f0(s)= f(s) if s e H,
[ 0 if sell.

Then we have
1(2.4) a(s) - t (t-1st),

Hence, by (2.1), (2.4), we have
1 O 1P(K/k, )=- (t-,st)= #o(t-st)
sG - tsG

1 O 1
h t E t(s) P(K P(K

Q.E.D.
If L/k is a Galois extension, for a k-character 9 of G/H, we denote by

9’ the k-character of G given by 9’(s)=9(sH). The we have
(2.5) P(K k, ’)=P(L / k, ), L/k ga]ois.

In fact,
P(K/k,’)= 0’(sH)= E #"(rtH)= 0"’(r)

sG rG/H tH rG/H tH

( r%(r)= (T/#)’(r)=P(L/k,), Q.E.D.
rG/H tH rG/H

3. Oalois extensions o type (K). Notation being as before, a
Galois extension K/k is said to be a (K)-extension i k contains the mth
roots of unity where m is the exponent of G=G(K/k). We shall also call
m the exponent o K/k. Needless to say that K/k is a Kummer extension
if and only if K/k is an abe]ian (K)-extensiom By a theorem of Brauer
([6] p.. 94), i K/k is a (K)-extension, every character o every subgroup o
G is a k-character.

(3.1) Remark. Let K/k be a cyclic Kummer extension o degree m
and Z be a linear character o G= <g}. Put =Z(g), an ruth root o unity.
Then we have P(K/k, Z)=? #q’=(#, )/, the Lgrange resolvent. We
know that (, )/ e k.

(3.2) Theorem. Let K/k be a (K)-extension and be a character of
G=G(K/k). Then the Poincard sum P(K/k,Z) is a linear combination
with integer coe$cients o/Lagrange resolvents.

) Here we identify G/H with a system of representatives of left cosets mod. H.
Note that each of Lr, Hr, r makes sense. (independent of choice of r mod. H) and
that qr is a k-character of Hr,
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Proof. By a theorem of Brauer together with a property o super-
solvable groups (cf. [6] p. 78, Theorem 20), we have

N

(3.3) Z---- a, a e Z,
i=1

where is a linear character of some H
_

G. Since P(K/k, ) is additive
in , we have, by (2.3)

N N

(3.4) P(K/k,Z)= aP(K/k, .)= a P(K/L., ),
i=1 i=l rG/Hi

H--G(K/L).
Putting H--H, L--L, we have, by (2.5),

(3.5) P(K/Lr, r)--P(K,r/L, ),
where K,/L iS cyclic Kummer as is linear, Q.E.D.4)

4. An example. Let F be a real Galois extension over Q such that
G--G(F/Q)=Qs, the quaternion group"

--a1. For example, F=Q(a), a=((2+/)(3+v))m, is such a field. As
Qs has exponent 4, F/Q is not a (K)-extension. To get a (K)-extension, we
set K=kF, k=Q(i); we have G(K/k)=G(F/Q)=Qs. The only nonlinear
irreducible character Z of Qs is given by z(1)=2, Z(D=-2 and Z(s)=0 for
s=/=l, e. If t is asupernormal basis element for K/k, then
(4.1) P(K/k,z)--2(O-O).
Note that K= k(P(K / k, Z)) since Ker z*=(seG;z*(s)=z(s)/Z(1)=l}=l.
Let H,=(a}, ,=1, 2, 3, with a=aa. Let , ,=1, 2, 3, be the linear
character of H such that (a)=i. Then one verifies that
(4.2) Z , ,= 1, 2, 3.
Let L be the fixed field of H. As L=L for all s e G and r(a)=-i
whenever r e H, we have, by (2.3), (4.2),
(4.3) P(K/k, Z)=P(K/L, )+P(K/L,

=(t, i)/+(O, -i)/, ,=1, 2, 3.
By abuse of notation, let us put
(4.4) P=P(K/k,Z), A=(0, i)/, B=(0, --i)/, ,=1, 2, 3.

In view of properties of the Lagrange resolvents, we have
(4.5) A, B e L, A
From (4.3), (4.5), we have
(4.6) P=A+B, P=--i(A--B), ,=1, 2, 3.
As K k(P) and P -P, the minimal polynomial f(X) of P over k must be

(4.7) f.(X)-- I] (X- (p)2)

(X-4ABX-(A-- B))(X +(A-B))(X +(A-B)).)
Since coefficients of fe(X) are in k, (4.7) provides us with four algebraic
relations over k of six resolvents.

’) In general, for K/k and a k.-re.presentation p of G--G(K/k), we denote by
Kz, ;=Z, the subfield corresponding" to Ker p (cf. [4]). Hence ; can also be considered
as a character of G/Kerp=G(Kz/k)

) Note also that A=1/2(i(B2--A)+(B--As)), B;=1/2(i(B2--A)-(B--A)), etc.
) We put a0=l.
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